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Past Lives and Borrowed Bodies 2011-04 with her murder well behind her penny has a new adventure to
contend with uncontrollable time travel and she s made a powerful enemy right off the bat claudius the
evil ancient roman merchant needs to get penny and her abilities as a seer out of the picture so he sends
her jumping in and out of other people s bodies in a wild race through time penny s trip takes her to
plague infested europe the hippie era the vietnam war and beyond despite the constant change of address
and body and time penny still manages to communicate with her allies the moody and handsome avery
cowboy roy and her vintage loving angel eric they frantically try to get her back to her new home in god
s garden but claudius is a twisted puppet master he has hidden her in time and has quite a selection of
exhaustive and exhausting misadventures planned for her but not all is despair and confusion penny uses
her many skills to comfort people along her journey and she is reunited with family she didn t know she
had eventually experiencing some of her own past lives penny s inspiring journey of self improvement
and hard earned life lessons is another fun ride on the astral plane in this third installment in the popular
afterlife series
Yesterday People 2014-12-15 barbara erskine meets dan brown david bellotti s only focus is to find his
abducted twelve year old daughter when he sees her on a news segment with her captor a renowned
archaeologist who s made a major discovery david sets out to bring her back home but the search leads him
to a secret message that could alter man s history forever a message david and his daughter inscribed
twelve thousand years ago a message that will prove dangerous in the wrong hands protecting this
powerful information seems simple until david realizes some people will use his daughter against him to
get it at whatever the cost now david must make a choice protect mankind from a secret past that must
remain hidden or save his little girl
Yesterday People 2015-03-21 david bellotti s only focus is to find his abducted twelve year old daughter
when he sees her on a news segment with her captor a renowned archaeologist who s made a major
discovery david sets out to bring her back home but the search leads him to a secret message that could
alter man s history forever a message david and his daughter inscribed twelve thousand years ago a
message that will prove dangerous in the wrong hands protecting this powerful information seems simple
until david realizes some people will use his daughter against him to get it at whatever the cost now david
must make a choice protect mankind from a secret past that must remain hidden or save his little girl
How to Uncover Your Past Lives 1992 have you ever experienced a feeling of déjà vu or had recurring
dreams of a particular place or time or felt instantly close to some person all these experiences provide clues
to past lives with how to uncover your past lives you ll learn how knowledge of past lives can help you
gain clear insight into your spiritual purpose for this lifetime popular author ted andrews teaches you how
to safely and easily explore past life memories using self hypnosis meditation dowsing fragrance and
crystals discover how to use past life awareness as a tool for spiritual growth recognize soul mates and their
role in your life understand the true meaning of a twin soul let go of self defeating behaviors and beliefs
from past lives gain insight into your life s purpose
League of Secrets 2021-01-16 they were hacking their brains and created a mind loop were they becoming
too powerful too quickly in a world where reincarnation is not only the norm but people can remember
details of their past lives those who can remember the most have an edge in life jay s friend carlos believes
he s figured out a way to learn more about their old lives but is there a cost twila appears to be at a
disadvantage her memories should be fewer than most but she has a secret and it may give her an edge
unlike anything they ve seen before are they all on a path to self destruction from a bizarre dictator to a
powerful talk show host the cast of players in this twist filled adventure will keep you guessing everyone
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has an agenda nobody can be trusted are jay and his friends in danger you ll love this second installment in
the echoes of past lives series because the quest for knowledge is the ultimate race for power
In This Life 2014-04 hidden memories buried secrets resurrected revenge psychologist lottie morgan
knows something is wrong when she relives memories of a lover she s never had at first she attributes
them to fever induced dreams but when the fever disappears and the visions don t lottie realizes
something else is going on then she meets galen their first encounter is as intense as it is eye opening and
his revelation that they shared a passionate relationship thousands of years ago in ancient egypt entices
lottie into wanting to learn more about her past her decision however comes at a price galen may hold the
answers but he could destroy the devoted lifelong relationship lottie has with her current lover david it
also could mean her death again someone is protecting millennia old secrets determined to keep them
buried while exacting a revenge on lottie for a mistake made a very long time ago a mistake she could be
destined to repeat take a trip to mysterious ancient egypt where lottie becomes caught between two
lifetimes two men and long buried deceptions hank phillippi ryan agatha anthony and macavity winning
author calls this paranormal suspense inventive original and thought provoking this mystically romantic
mystery will instantly intrigue
Past Lives 2015-01-05 this book introduces the idea that we have multiple lifetimes and explores how past
life awareness can lead to a happier more meaningful and more fulfilled experience of life in the present
you ll learn about how regression works the secret clues to your past lives that show up in this life the
astonishing cases of children s past life memories how to find out more about your own past lives the
benefits of past life awareness for improved health abundance and relationships hay house basics is a new
series that features world class experts sharing their knowledge on the topics that matter most for
improving your life if you want to learn a new skill that will enhance your wellbeing hay house basics
guarantees practical targeted wisdom that will give you results
The Christian Life Series 2013-05-01 did you ever just want to read a book about the christian life that
would explain how it would express itself in the life of believers the christian life series is comprised of
three books that are separated according to themes to show believers what the christian life is all about and
how it will express itself the first book what matter is this deals with the matters that establish the
foundation of the christian faith such as salvation love grace faith and holiness the second book the challenge
of it addresses that which challenges this incredible walk by establishing that it is a matter of knowing god
properly investing in a relationship with him accepting his invitation disciplining attractions and letting go
of the past the final book the reality of it reveals how the christian life will express itself in our walk it
unveils the spiritual man defines what it means to be a disciple and what it entails to walk in the light in
order to adhere to what we have been predestined to fulfill this is a book that every serious minded
follower of jesus will not only want to read and study but to meditate on in order to gain the nuggets of
truth that have been interwoven into each presentation
21 Days to Explore Your Past Lives 2023-02-07 your past lives hold the secret to healing yourself in the
present find out how you can access this power in just 21 days your soul has experienced many lifetimes
before manifesting in your body trauma and joy from past lives can reveal our unique emotional make up
and explain physical ailments that trouble us today people around the world have attested to the incredible
awakening healing and insight that can be found in a deep connection to our past selves travelling through
the ages has never been easier with highly respected teacher denise linn s guide to uncovering the truth
of our lives before our births the book includes easy to use techniques to help you examine clues in your
current incarnation and recall events from your previous lives and guidance on healing past life blockages
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with regression removing limitations in relationships fulfilling your future destiny and uncovering the
symptoms of past life trauma and how to relieve it are all within your hands wherever you are you ll soon
realize the potential you re capable of by calling on your previous incarnations and creating a connection
with your spirit guide it takes just 21 days to establish a new habit if there s a skill you ve always wanted
to take advantage of the answer is only a few weeks away with hay house s 21 days series
����������������4～�������������～������������SS��� 2023-07-20 ��������
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Past Lives 2001-07-01 for centuries the existence of reincarnation has been a firmly held belief of millions
that crosses races religions and cultures in past lives dr peter fenwick and elizabeth fenwick examine this
extraordinary phenomenon by attempting to determine whether people are experiencing actual memories
or thoughts and ideas based on imagination featuring more than 100 firsthand accounts from those who
believe they can recall their previous existences this insightful exploration of reincarnation may change the
way you think and challenge your views of life itself a world war ii veteran relives the moment of his
death in the cockpit of a bi plane during the first world war a hypnotized woman starts speaking with an
irish brogue about her life in ireland although she s never visited there while vacationing in egypt a
woman correctly describes a temple she was once worshipped in without ever having been inside
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Christians Remember Your Past Lives Learn How 2021-01-20 this book teaches you how to become a
certified past life regression facilitator where your interest is for fun self improvement a new career or
practice you will find the information contained in this book fascinating and life changing who were you
in your past life what personality traits did you bring forward into this lifetime christians will especially
find this book fascinating as it allows them to follow jesus and his belief in reincarnation did you know
reincarnation was part of the early christian belief system for almost 300 years until the church removed
reincarnation from the bible then eliminated anyone who didnt follow this strict revised doctrine as set
forth by the church interesting note some biblical scholars believe that jesus is the reincarnate of buddha
who was the reincarnate of kristina backed up with indisputable historical assumptions a must read for
anyone who strives for the truth about christianitys original teachings
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Life Before Life 2020-02-08 for the past forty years doctors at the university of virginia medical center
have conducted research into young children s reports of past life memories dr ian stevenson the founder of
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this work has always written for a scientific audience now in this provocative and fascinating book dr jim b
tucker a child psychiatrist who currently directs the research shares these studies with the general public
life before life is a landmark work one that has the potential to challenge and ultimately change our
understandings about life and death children who report past life memories typically begin talking
spontaneously about a previous life when they are two to three years old some talk about the life of a
deceased family member while others describe the life of a stranger they may recount details about
previous family members events in the previous life or the way they died in that life the children tend to
show a strong emotional involvement with the apparent memories and often cry to be taken to the
previous family in many cases parents have taken their children to the places they named where they
found that an individual had died whose life matched the details given by the child during the visits some
children have recognized family members or friends from that individual s life many children have had
birthmarks that matched wounds on the body of the deceased individual researchers have studied more
than 2500 such cases and their careful investigations have produced an impressive body of work jama the
journal of the american medical association stated in a review of one of dr stevenson s scientific books that in
regard to reincarnation he has painstakingly and unemotionally collected a detailed series of cases in which
the evidence is difficult to explain on any other grounds life before life explores the various features of this
world wide phenomenon describing numerous cases along the way we meet a boy in michigan who after
being born with three birthmarks that matched wounds on his deceased brother begins talking about
events from the brother s life a boy in turkey who gives a number of accurate details including the name
of a man who lived 500 miles away and died fifty years before the boy was born and a girl in sri lanka who
is able to recognize the family members of a deceased stranger as they are presented to her one by one
giving specifics about their lives that she could not have known from their appearance dr tucker presents
this material in a straightforward way relating extraordinary stories that have been amassed with a
scientific approach he then considers how best to interpret the evidence and he lets readers reach their
own conclusions which for many will be profound
Meet Your Karma 2022-01-20 explore how past lives affect you in the here and now and learn to work
through past life trauma healing your past life karma is possible meet your karma shares amazing case
studies from shelley a kaehr s hypnoregression practice demonstrating the unique tools and strategies she
uses to help her clients clear past life trauma and disruptive emotional blocks discover shelley s innovative
relief method for using guided imagery and past life regression to help relieve anxiety depression and
trauma this book also provides a series of progressive guided journeys so that you can explore the relief
method for yourself and experience insight answers and healing these inspiring stories of clients who were
able to overcome fears phobias panic disorders trauma ocd and ptsd will fill you with hope and give you the
tools to heal from your most challenging past lives
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Past Lives 2009-10-06 time travel with a twist from the author of the bestselling wolf of corwick castle
series what if past lives are actually real what if each of us has lived multiple lives throughout the span of
history and what if instead of just remembering those past lives you could go back in time to live them all
again claire blackwood s life is in ruins her daughter is dead killed by corporate greed and indifference and
her husband is in prison and now she s been diagnosed with an aggressive form of brain cancer the only
hope claire has left is a crazy idea from her husband about reliving past lives and trying to change the
future but in life past or present nothing ever goes as planned malcolm foster wants to die once a famous
author and lecturer his worsening disease has left him wheelchair bound and helpless when two
government agents arrive at his estate bringing with them long buried memories of a pretty black haired
girl named claire and a ridiculous story about past lives malcolm sees his way out but little does he know
that the end he so desperately seeks is really just the beginning of something far greater than he could
have ever imagined so begins a remarkable story of love loss and redemption across the very fabric of time
from the eighteenth century and the golden age of piracy to the cimbrian migration known as the
wandering of the tribes a migration that will ultimately bring the roman republic to its very knees claire
and malcolm find their past lives irrevocably linked not just by the serum they both share in their veins
but by a dark secret from their own past as well
The Street Life Series: Is It Rags or Riches? 2003 when you read the washington d c tabloids you might
surmise that teco jackson was slain by a delusional killer the paradox however federal agents are not
convinced a crime spree in atlanta georgia is strikingly similar to that of the washington d c g string
murders atlanta detective paul yeomans tries to keep the south s phoenix city safe but is forced to seek help
from washington d c s quick witted and statuesque detective hanae troop never realizing until it s too late
the multi jurisdiction operation is eventually forced into a propitious government mission with
international appeal atlanta resident gail indigo que gq a former strictly business sb drug crew member
attempts to achieve legitimate riches by virtue of rags with her signature clothing line however the
paradox feels double crossed and elevates his deadly game to a new level by trying to sabotage gq s fashion
career and draw her back into the streets all in the name of lady justice the paradox has spread his
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vigilantly game across the entire metro atlanta area several weeks after investigating the case the multi
jurisdiction law enforcement team solicits the assistance of an unlikely bodyguard to take gq into protective
custody regardless gq is determined to succeed in fashion despite the odds leaving the street life is it rags or
riches book review library journal the word on street lit november 19 2009 the paradox a psychotic killer
who leaves g strings on his victims bodies returns in the latest in weekss self published award winning
street life series after is it suicide or murder and is it passion or revenge the murderer has moved from dc
to atlanta and is executing members of the pennsylvanian sb strictly business crew he sets his sights on gq
gail que who is living the rags or riches challenge to make it big in the fashion industry hot on the
paradoxs trail is hanae troop a dc cop determined to bring him down troops lover teco jackson is a former
member of sb and will fight to the death for her man verdict weekss combination of mystery and police
procedural will draw in readers as he shows the cops point of view the long list of characters and plot
tangents may be confusing but bloody executions and a wild climatic shoot out will hold interest think of
cbss 48 hours mystery set to a street lit riff at the african american pavilion at bookexpo 2009 weekss books
won the urban series of the year award ed
Healing the Mind 2021-05-20 this book presents spinoza as a spiritual psychotherapist spiritual because the
goal of spinoza s philosophical system is union with god psychotherapist because the path to this goal lies
through an understanding and ultimate transcendence of our afflictive emotions
SPIRIT BY THE SEA TRILOGY - A NEW LIFE - BOOK 1 2017-01-17 spirit by the sea trilogy a new life
book 1 is a book from the galactic grandmother past life series on an ancient pacific island a tradition of holy
men has been passed down from the ancestors the holy men live in a peaceful high mountain camp they
gather plants to make medicines commune with the spirits of ancestors then travel from village to village
giving medicines guidance and blessing the villagers the holy man is welcomed by all villages and when
he asks an intuitive young boy to be his assistant and learn medicine it is an honor in book one kai is a boy
that would rather meditate alone by a waterfall than fish with his father and brothers when asked to
become the holy man s assistant despite having to leave his family and village kai readily accepts he travels
with the holy man and older assistant konani to the mountain camp where he will begin his training kai
begins a new life that he could never have imagined what started as a peaceful life in the mountain camp
is soon shattered by the threat of war he meets kekoa a giant of a man that is a warrior and champion for
peace kekoa tells the holy man of a young chieftain that lusts for power and plans to make war on the
villages although kai still has a lot to learn he has acquired enough knowledge of local plants and making
medicines to receive the sacred initiation ceremony bringing him into the ancestral lineage of medicine
men kai becomes one of the youngest medicine men on the island kai suffers great loss and must grow up
quickly yet he finds comfort in exploring the island and immersing himself in his new role following the
exciting conclusion kai settles into a new home and a life he very much enjoys this book is light encoded to
assist your awakening and activations of self discovery
Love by Knight 1978 recently widowed kelly taylor is finally able to follow her dream and explore the
mysteries of the knights templar she never knew what she might find at a newly uncovered templar
village neil adams was the kind of man that attracted women wherever he went kelly was drawn to him
even before she realized that he was wealthy if only she hadn t so recently sworn off men and why did
she meet him halfway around the world what chance did she have to see him again when repeated
nightmares drive kelly to look into past life regression therapy she discovers much more than she expected
about her connection to the knights templar she finds she is not the only one who has lived more than one
life is it possible she was destined to find neil in this life or is this yet another glancing blow between the
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two souls love by knight is the second novel in the past lives series which bring together fantasy romance
and a spirituality that binds it all together across time and space
Past Lives, Future Loves 1999-01-01 in this text join jungian analyst john haule on a tour of new age beliefs
and practices to reach a comprehensive historical perspective that shows just how far from new the new
age actually is
Perils of the Soul 2015-07-28 this fascinating work provides a complete overview of paranormal phenomena
including the beliefs attitudes and notable figures who have attempted to explain defend or debunk the
mysteries behind the unknown recent interest in the paranormal as pop culture fodder belies its historical
status as an important subject of cultural philosophical and scientific significance this book traces the
trajectory of paranormal studies from its early role as a serious academic and scientific topic studied by
mainstream scientists and eminent scholars to its current popularity in books film and tv this compelling
reference work details the experiences encounters and ideas that make up this controversial field of study
the contributed entries examine the broad phenomena of the paranormal addressing the history of scientific
investigations along with its contemporary media depictions to illustrate the evolution of cultural attitudes
about the paranormal a selection of primary documents provides real life accounts and contributions from
noted experts that explore the full scope of themes from spiritualism to poltergeists to astrology
accompanying images timelines quotations and sidebars make the content come to life and encourage
alternative explanations of these events
Ghosts, Spirits, and Psychics 2021-03-18 my life with jesus is a book from the galactic grandmother past life
series samuel a successful leather smith husband and father hears jesus give his sermon on the mount he is
transformed by the love of god awakened within his heart and an inner calling to leave his family and
business to become a follower of jesus this true past life story recounts the sacrifices and wisdom gained by
samuel the initiation of renunciation is examined and a channeling from jesus is given following the story
this book is light encoded to assist your awakening and activation of remembrances in your own akashic
records
MY LIFE WITH JESUS 2014-08-11 imogene s past life regressions cause dire consequences for mankind is
reincarnation a reality imogene s past lives is the second book in the imogene series the phineas priesthood
and the guardians of avebury circle battle to save or destroy mankind the council of elders use imogene
daughter of guardian xantara to instigate penalties against the world despite the efforts of frank carrington
british prime minister world leaders will not agree to disarm and share their countries wealth osahar an
ancient egyptian priest works with imogene to release the promised consequences doctor ernst schneider
has his own agenda as he hypnotizes the young girl and leads her to remember her past lives jacques de
sales leader of a sub cult in the bilderberg group uses imogene to advance his power and wealth meanwhile
news anchor susanne assists the prime minister in his desperate efforts to convince the british people to
believe imogene s message will the world turn from their evil ways or will the phineas priesthood kill
imogene first this book follows on from imogene s message a fast paced thriller with a touch of the
supernatural what makes this eight year old girl special who are the light beings and what is the role of
the council of elders if you enjoy a fast exciting read then this series is tailor made for you edited by noted
editor and author don mcnair scroll up and grab a copy today
Imogene's Past Lives 2006 this revised and expanded anniversary edition features the same delightful
introduction to the history and lore of magic as the first edition of the little green book published 15 years
ago
True Magick 2011-11-15 if you are interested in dharma study this book belongs in your library phillip
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moffitt author of dancing with life this book can be the guide for cultivating the inner calm we long for
christina feldman author of compassion listening to the cries of the world this handbook respects both the
ancient tradition and the needs of contemporary lay practitioners without compromising either shaila
catherine blends scriptural references personal examples and timeless stories with detailed meditation
instructions the combination of pragmatic style and theoretical knowledge produces a striking invitation for
the reader to apply these instructions and master the complete practice for awakening from the foreword
by pa auk sayadaw author of the workings of kamma catherine has managed a difficult feat to be
simultaneously encyclopedic and charming all with extraordinary clarity this meditation manual is a first
for the west and will surely become a classic and a support for generations of practitioners kate wheeler
editor of in this very life liberation teachings of the buddha wisdom wide and deep is a powerful
inspiration both for those who would like a glimpse of what s possible and for those intrepid explorers of
the mind who want to bring these teachings to fulfillment highly recommended joseph goldstein author of
a heart full of peace written in clear practical language this book converts theory into direct experience it is
a detailed exploration of deep calmness as well as insight the west needs such manuals christopher titmuss
author of light on enlightenment a valuable work as both a practice guide and a reference manual guy
armstrong insight meditation teacher
Wisdom Wide and Deep 2019-10-04 struggling to stay alive with a gaping wound across my back i
desperately wondered how i got to this point my knife wielding opponent was not the attacker he d been
defending himself against an ego driven menacing thug who was intent on hurting him that thug was me
in a hole of anxiety and depression luke kennedy resorted to drugs alcohol graffiti and fighting in a
desperate bid to silence his frantic mind soon he was leading a street fighting and graffiti crew and
constantly coming close to killing others or being killed tortured by the voices in his head luke began
looking for an out eventually he found it and lost 47 kilos in the process redemption road is the gripping
and powerful story of luke s journey from ego driven obese thug to fit sober and successful business owner
whose focus is on helping others turn their lives around
Past Lives Unveiled 2024-02-23 one night in july 2023 the author of this novella had trouble sleeping and
found themselves in a state of trance where they kept recalling numerous past life memories i then
decided to turn this into a novella making each memory its own short little chapter little vignettes this
novella is essentially a series of fragmented memories from numerous different past lives spanning the
entire history of the world from places as exotic as ancient rome china mongolia ehypt africa the middle
ages the ice age native american lives as well as more contemporary times that give an overview about
how past life memories work going back and forth between one life to another showing the good the bad
the ugly the simple the mundane and the profound all in one it essentially amounts to a brief spiritual
autobiography showing the development of one soul over the course of several thousand years in fairly
random order that give an overview of development of one soul over the course of human history
Life Fragments 2017-07-18 barbara ann brennan founder of the barbara brennan school of healing and best
selling author of hands of light and light emerging is one of the most influential healers and spiritual
leaders of the 21st century now in her latest book core light healing her work continues with
revolutionary new information on working with the creative process and the fourth level the fourth level
or astral world bridges the creative pulse from the physical to the higher levels of reality and manifestation
core light healingalso chronicles barbara brennan s life journey and personal experiences in core light
healing you will discover the nature of the creative process from the human energy consciousness
perspective how each of us creates blocks in our energy fields how blocks look interact and ultimately
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cause dysfunction in our lives and the process involved in the clearing of blocks and releasing our creative
potential how to develop and work with high sense perception and its role in facilitating the clearing of
blocks in our energy fields the nature of fourth level reality and its vital role in the creative process the
fourth level as it relates to healing relationships and the cord connections that underlie those relationships
and much more complete with full color and black and white illustrations core light healing offers to take
you on a journey to create the life you have always imagined
Core Light Healing 2011-03-30 fascinating stories of psychic occurrences by over 70 women interwoven
through the text illustrate the powers available to you when you discover your psychic powers all women
are psychics is an inspiring book that will help you reclaim this innate gift learn how to travel astrally see
other people s auras regress to past lives interpret dreams test yourself for esp predict the future contact
your spirit guides dream lucidly
All Women Are Psychics 2005-11-01 the present volume does not aim to be a system it does profess not to
forget the initial quest of philosophy its scope is limited for it proposed only to give a consistent account a
definition of one very common yet perplexing feature of the universe consciousness from the preface by
1914 when he completed the concept of consciousness holt believed that objects are as initially perceived
that one could relate conscious experience to physical references and that environment is the determining
force in life contents of this volume include the renaissance of logic objections to the programme of logic
correspondence the particular and the universal further implications of the programme of logic our
universe at large the substance of ideas the substance of matter the neutral mosaic the concept of
consciousness edwin b holt 1873 1946 born in winchester massachusetts was an undergraduate at amherst
college but transferred to harvard receiving his a b in 1896 thereafter he studied with william james
receiving a doctorate in psychology in 1901 holt taught at harvard until 1918 and later served for nearly a
decade as a visiting professor of psychology at princeton where he was widely acclaimed for his brilliant
lectures
The Concept of Consciousness
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